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sierra bullets ballistics software cd-rom version 7.0 (0701). sierra's infinity
exterior ballistic computer software version 7.0 provides multiple trajectory

charts and graphics, point blank range, calculate zero, uphill/downhill shooting,
maximum range, minute of angle, profiled wind, improved atmospherics,

revised print formats trajectory in mils and more. the easy-to-use windows
format makes infinity extremely user-friendly. bullet library includes all major
bullet companies as well as ammunition companies and allows for addition of

new and custom bullets. renowned sierra ballistic consultants ted almgren and
dr. bill mcdonald, who have written sierra software since 1970, also wrote

infinity. both are retired chief scientists from a major aerospace company. air-
soft gun replica for deluxe realistic shooting experience, which is actual film

airsoft. its included 2 types, one is 100 mm, and the other is 120 mm. the real
deluxe ideal transparent plastic. the 100mm model is ideal for beginners, and
the 120 mm is good for more experienced shooters. it is low-profile, and has

no visible muzzle flash, making it safe and comfortable for beginners. the
infinity simulates ballistics from various calibers including 5.56mm nato,

7.62x39, 7.62x51 and.30-06 springfield and all available rounds. it simulates
ballistics at point blank and farther ranges. it can also calculate the trajectory

of any ammunition and determine how different cartridges will behave in
terms of drop and drift, and can do this for multiple elevation settings. the

infinity algorithm incorporates the "perfect power law" of drag (drag = f(z)z)
and the "square root law of range", to allow for a more scientifically accurate
simulation. the infinity model calculates trajectory even at extreme ranges

(48,000 meters for the.308 winchester).
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infinity version 6 is a new version of the infinity ballistic software free
download. the new version 6 has many new features and is a big improvement
over the previous version 5. the new version is not really an upgrade, more of
a new version that makes the program much more user friendly and simple to
use. the new version 6 of the infinity ballistic software will be released in mid

october, it is the best version so far and is one of the best free shooting
software programs available on the market today. there is a new feature that
is very powerful that is not yet in the ballistic software, and that is the ballistic
simulation mode. this feature will allow you to simulate your shot or what you
think your shot will be. this is very helpful and will allow you to see how the
bullet will perform before you pull the trigger. this is a must have feature for

any serious shooter. the new infinity ballistic software will have three different
modes, the first is the breech, this is the firing mode. this mode allows you to
fire your weapon in real time. the second mode is the ballistic simulator, this
mode allows you to simulate your shot before you pull the trigger. and the
third mode is the trajectory mode. this is where you can customize your

bullets. the infinity ballistic software has a demo version that is free, you can
download it by going to the infinity page at www.infinityballistic.com. there is

no physical download, you can either use the free demo version or use the
new infinity version 6 ballistic software online. the software is free, and the

new infinity version is a great upgrade from the previous version 5.
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